TIKI KAI
supper club &
kahuna lounge
4151 EAST COLFAK X ST. DENVER
The Famous Tiki Kai

When in Doubt Punt

Menu

Ah So!

Welcome to Number One Classy and also clazy house, Tiki Kai . . .
Whole blooming staff gleet you good citizens with open arms flom manager on down to bookkeeper, who at this time away on vacation in State Pen for messing 'lound with Tiki Kai funds . . . should be back in 5 year or so . . . So . . . please grab seat, rest weary chassis, have few dlink and we get to you soon as possible. The famous Tiki Kai, Denver's Number One Show and eating place at one time have whole bunch Chinese Shefs but like time they slowly fade away . . . one get drafted . . . one get lun over by fast lickshaw . . . one lun away with blonde . . . one just lun away . . . Ah So! Now only got two left . . . Mr. Chew Eng Gum (Amelican name Bubbles) and Mr. Ah Choo (Amelican name, Bress You) . . . Since situation is such and two men only gatta four hand is much necessary to put following menu in effect for these flying times . . . Thanks whole bunch to be so cotton-picking understanding!

THANK WHOLE BUNCH AND ROTS RUCK,

Larry Lee. NUMBER ONE FORTUNE COOKIE AND KUMQUAT STUFFER, MANAGER, JANITOR, AND OTHER THINGS TOO.
**Appetizers**

Pu Pu . . . (Not what you think but these are assorted tid bits like Crab Rangoon, Chinee Style Frenched Flied Shrimp and Spare Libs) ........................................ $1.65

Egg Roll . . . 75c  Barbecued Spare Libs . . . $1.50  Flied Shrimp . . . $1.50

also . . . Stuffed Shrimp . . . $1.50 (Complete with instructions) . . .

**Soups**

If we gotta . . . Egg Flower . . . 35c  Gem Yet . . . 35c

also: Yatka Mein . . . This is dish Marco Polo bling back from Cathay and after Roman Emperor eat it throw it at Marco cleating big mess as Yatka Mein is whole bunch noodles in Chicken Broth garnish with Pork, Chicken, Hard Boiled Egg, Glen Onion, Kosher Style and real good for drunk people in ploceos sobering up . . . $1.50

**Entrees**

Chicken, Beef, Pork, or Shrimp Chow Mein or Chop Suey . . . $2.00

(Above exotic dish created by velly clever Irish fella.)

Cantonese Style, Chicken, Beef, Pork, or Shrimp Chow Mein . . . $2.50

(Above exotic dish created by clever Jewish fella, who at the time was in some casino in Vegas waiting for Keno number to come out.)

Sweet and Sour Shrimp or Pork . . . $2.50

(Ah So! This dish favorite of Denver Number One Disc Jockey, Elmer Fox of KHOW, 630 meg. Why? Because Elmer likee sour and his wife Donna likee sweet.)

Almond Duck . . . $2.50

(If you likee Duck this dish for you . . . If you likee Almond you dig this order . . . if you not likee either . . . please not order!)

Sirloin Steak Teri Yaki . . . $3.00

(This dish stolen by Chinaman from Japanese . . . first time in history that Japanese were Japped by sneaky Chinaman.)

**Entrees**

Shrimp with Lobster Sauce . . . $2.75

(This dish invented by Emperor Saka Poo Poo . . . velly delighteded dish made with Shrimp, Meat, Garlic and exotic Black Beans . . .

Note: If one of exotic black beans move . . . do not panic! . . . please call manager!)

Lobster Cantonese . . . $4.25

(This dish same as above, only made with Lobster . . . this is for big time spender-kind of guy.)

Lobster or Steak Kew . . . $3.95

(If you order Lobster you get chunks of Lobster with whole bunch of Chinese Vegetables . . . if you order Steak you get Tenderloin Chunks with whole bunch bla bla bla . . dig?)

Moo Goo Ga Pan . . . $3.00


Napagoogoom . . . ........................................................................ Seasonal Pices

Means Moo Goo Ga Pan in Eskimo . . . same exotic dish as above only substitute Seal for Chinese Chicken . . . served by Lovely Eskimo on Dog Sled . . . M U S H ! !

Almond Chicken . . . $2.75

In this dish everything is diced . . . including Cook who is Chinese Square . . .

Pineapple Chicken . . . $2.75

Many years before invention of Pineapple this dish known as Pineapple Chicken without Pineapple now known as Bor Lor Guy . . . (Pineapple Chicken with Pineapple).

Chicken, Beef or Shrimp Curry . . . $3.25

Ah So! Once again bunch sneaky Chinamen Jap this dish from bunch of Indian guys when their backs turned.

Flied Lice . . . $1.35

Pork, Chicken, Shrimp, and also Penguin, (when in season)

Yang Chow Flied Lice . . . $1.75

This velly crowded dish because in addition to Lice also gotta Chicken, Shrimp, and lots other goodies.
American Menu

Filet Mignon . . . $5.25  New York . . . $5.25  Small New York . . . $3.75
Broiled Lobster Tail . . . $4.95  Also: If you catchee, we will broil, bake or boil the dog that you lost your bundle on the last time you went to the dog track . . .

Sandwiches

From movie, "Man with Golden Arm," Cold Turkey . . . $1.50
Steak . . . $2.50
(Above served with our good wishes & Flench Flied Potatoes)

Salads

Swinging Tahatian Salad . . . $1.35
This salad created by swinging Chick, Vehi . . . consists of Hearts of Palm, Avacado, and Whole bunch Tropical Vegetation with her own invention, lime juice dressing.

INFORMATION, LOST & FOUND, COMPLAINTS, ETC.

Introducing Luciano V. Giamo, Chinese name Lee Fong Goo . . . "Lou" is our number one Tiki Kai boy . . . he is all around and knows more about Chinese Food than Charlie Chan and Foo Man Chu put together. You see him all around the joint and velly capable at performing many roles . . . sometimes when Cocktail Girls don't show up he acts as one . . . any Special Cantonese Dishes or any questions please, Ladies and Gentlemen, do not hesitate . . . ASK OLD LOU . . . (Please say last line real slow and enunciate real clear as we hope to keep OLD LOU with us for a long time . . . ).